Contest Details
-

-

Winner receives a 7-day trip to Cancun for 2 adults (21+) at Temptation Cancun Resort,
all inclusive **Please visit Temptation website for inclusion details www.temptationexperience.com
Winner also receives a $500 online gift card to pinkcherry.ca
Transportation will be provided to and from the Cancun Airport and Temptation Cancun
Resort
Winner will stay in the Oceanfront Master Suite (valued at $8500 CDN)
Airfare is NOT included and MUST be purchased by the winner
Must be 21+ to win
Trip is valid from May 1st, 2020 to October 20th, 2020
Winner will be selected at random on April 30th, 2020

The resort:
“The Temptation experience offers one-of-a-kind “Playgrounds for Grown-Ups”, both on
land and at sea. Temptation Cancun Resort with its spectacular, seven-story
superstructure, and Temptation Cruises, both cater to adults 21+, offering a vibrant,
energy-infused environment for the chic, confident and free-spirited traveler. A hip vibe
is our hallmark due to the concept’s enticing atmosphere that is invigorating, and not to

mention an insanely sexy amount of fun. Our Brand’s signature spicy and adventurous
daytime activities, trendy shows & performances, as well as world-renowned theme
nights, all provide guests with endless options for high-quality entertainment, while fine
dining and first-class accommodations, assure guests the most incredible vacation
experience ever. Temptation is a favorite amongst those seeking an unforgettable,
adults-only escape.”
https://www.temptation-experience.com/

The Room – Oceanfront Master Suite:
“Through the vision of world-renowned creative designer Karim Rashid, our 6
Temptation Oceanfront Master Suites (128.55 m2) feature one king-size bed facing a 48”
LED TV, an ocean view living room, and a full bathroom with separate toilet, two
washbowls and a spectacular rain shower with a separate tub.
These suites have an incredible wrap-around balcony with an outdoor jacuzzi for two, a
sitting area including a hammock and lawn furniture, plus a private stocked bar. Guests
staying in these suites can enjoy butler service plus pool & beach concierge assistance.”
https://www.temptation-experience.com/resorts/temptation-cancun-resort/rooms-amenities/

